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OFF ROAD SERIES - ROUND 2 
Sunday 22nd May 2011 

  

MID ESSEX RADIO CAR CLUB 

And so another glorious day blessed the Braxted track with ample sunshine to keep the drivers happy, 
and enough dust to make the driving conditions tricky!  “Gentleman” Jim took over from Keith as 
Race Director whilst Chairman Keith enjoyed yet another holiday.  Keith has declared that he is 
aiming to have more holidays than the Queen this year, and he is already on track to meet that 
achievement!  
 
“Chairman one-liners” were missed at the briefing (I never did understand the line “we will not 
tolerate foul language or physical abuse at this club.  We stamped that out years ago”) but Jim made 
up with it with the help of his trusty assistant/son Matthew by keeping the race programme moving 
swiftly with barely a break between rounds.  With a strong turnout and 7 heats to consider, including 
3 heats of 1/ 8th Nitro’s, 2 for 2wd Electric and 2 for 4wd Electric Jim kept his wits about him to 
maintain progress. 
 
A fast, sweeping, anti clockwise circuit was devised that included all the permanent features together 
with a tricky section incorporating the camel hump being taken at an angle.  The track rewarded 
consistency and as the day unfolded would prove both rewarding and punishing depending on the 
concentration of the driver whilst in the heat of battle! 
 
 

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

‘A’ Nitro Danny Conway Jamie Conway Mark Everitt 

‘B’ Nitro David Brazington  Ashley Roat  Steve Burton  

    

2wd ‘A’ Electric Michael Spindley Ben Spindley Don Apps 

2wd ‘B’ Electric Ross Freeman  Tony Church  Jamie Lee  

    

FTQ Nitros Danny Conway 12/378.20 (Round 3)  

FTQ 2wd Electric Michael Spindley    9/316.21 (Round 2)  

FTQ 4wd Electric Michael Spindley    9/319.82 (Round 3)  

4wd ‘A’ Electric Michael Spindley William Innocent  Russell Wilkes  

4wd ‘B’ Electric Graham Kisby  Michael Finch  Thomas Sessions 

‘C’ Nitro Lewis Halliday  Andrew Brown  Jai Jhita  
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Round 1 began with 2wd electrics and Michael “The Hare” Spindley took honours with 7 laps closely 
followed by Craig Fisher (debuting his new LOSI) and William Innocent.  With 8 drivers all on 7 laps 
it was close.  In the Nitros that followed 3 drivers managed to break 12 laps with “Old Timer” Jamie 
Conway in the lead from Danny Conway and Mark Everitt. 4wd Electrics were lead by William 
Innocent on 8 laps followed by Craig Fisher and Steve Dickman. 

Round 2 saw notable improvements by Michael Spindley up to 9 laps in 2wd electrics, Nitros saw 
improvements by Jack Keatley (still not quite breaking the 12 lap barrier) and in 4wd Electrics the 
standout improvement came from William Innocent who increased to 9 laps with improvements of 
about 1.5 seconds a lap! 

Round 3 saw improvements for Tony Church in 2wd electrics, “Old Timer” Danny Conway in Nitros 
(is there any stopping him?!), David Brazington and Ashley Roat.  In 4wd Electric Michael “The 
Hare” Spindley finally showed his pace putting in a stellar 9 lap run. 

Could anyone improve in Round 4? The answer was YES!  But only a few…  Mark Everitt improved 
in Nitros, as did the clubs “Life Member” Ashley Roat and William Innocent closed in on Michael 
Spindley in 4wd Electrics. 

The finals proved entertaining. The A Final Nitros had 3 main chapters but was ultimately dominated 
by the class of the field.  In Chapter one of the event, Danny Conway put the hammer down, closely 
followed by Jamie Conway and Mark Everitt.  By lap 3 Jamie made a mistake allowing Mark Everitt 
to close up, Jack Keatley in-turn closed a bit on the pair of them, save a few mistakes, but Danny was 
left alone up front in first position.  The final chapter of the A-Final left Danny to secure his victory 
on 12 laps whilst Jamie was almost caught by Mark at the notorious reverse bumps, but a bad landing 
meant that Mark had to be satisfied with third - a lap down on the leader and FTQ winner Danny 
Conway.  It had been suggested that we introduce lead to slow Danny down, but it was quickly 
rubbished as the “Old Timer” would only use this to best effect to finely hone the balance of his 
chassis. 

The B Final Nitro began with chaos allowing David Brazington to cruise around the mayhem and 
take an assured victory with 11 laps (an improvement on his qualifying best of 10 laps).  Ashley Roat, 
utilising the knowledge only a lifetime member could attain, came in second place on 10 laps, himself 
hotly pursued by Steve Burton on 9 laps to make the top 3. 

The C Final Nitro’s started with only 3 cars, as sadly the others did not make the start.  A podium 
finish was assured to any driver completing a lap or more!  Ultimately relative newcomer Lewis 
Halliday won with 9 laps, pursued by Andy Brown (also on 9 laps) and Jai Jhita on 8. 

Race Report (Continued) 
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The A Final 2wd Electrics was to be decided between a Spindley.  Yes, at least one of them would be 
walking away with a trophy unless the track or drivers were to serve up an unexpected result?  “Dr 
Don” Apps quickly dispensed some special “go fast” medication, keen to upset the applecart and a 
Spindley “1-2”.  Unfortunately, even his experience (and the medication) was not enough and 
Michael led from his hard charging son across the line by only 1.5 seconds after 5 minutes!  Don 
supported their efforts with a valiant 3rd place.  Rumours that the Spindley family are looking to 
commission a contractor to construct a 2 level trophy room are to be believed… 

The B Final 2wd Electrics was won by Ross Freeman with support on the podium by his hard 
charging competitors Tony Church and Jamie Lee. 

The A Final 4wd Electrics (again) went to Michael Spindley (I wonder if lead will work on him?).  
Russell Wilkes and William Innocent came second and third, and in what was to be a fiercely 
contested final, the top four drivers finished within little over 10 seconds of each other! FTQ 4wd 
also went to “The Hare.” 

The B Final 4wd Electrics was won by a commanding Graham Kisby by 2 laps from second place 
Michael Finch with Thomas Sessions completing the top 3. 

After trophies were awarded to the successful racers we all went on our way after a well organised 
and thoroughly enjoyable race day at the club.  It is good to see that the club is enjoying a few new 
faces and we can only hope that this trend continues. 

 
David Brazington 
Member, MERCC 
www.mercc.org.uk 
www.facebook.com/merccuk 

Race Report (Continued) 


